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	100 do-it-yourself simple projects, requiring only basic tools, precut lumber and standard materials.

	

	Build fashionable, functional, inexpensive indoor and backyard furniture—even if you're a complete beginner. These are realistic projects for the average weekend warrior that require no great skills, just normal tools you already have and easy-to-buy materials available at any home store. 

	

	Here's a small sample of what's inside:

	

	Build a simple-but-stylish bookcase 

	

	Cut garage clutter with oversized shelves

	

	Double your closet space with easy accessories

	

	Build a rock-solid workbench in 3 hours

	

	Maximize kitchen storage with clever cabinet inserts

	

	Build backyard furniture, a garden arbor, planters and more!

	

	Benches, garden and deck chairs

	

	Outdoor storage

	

	Quick projects like bird houses, handy hints, and more
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Go Programming Blueprints - Solving Development Challenges with GolangPackt Publishing, 2015

	Key Features

	
		Learn to apply the nuances of the Go language, and get to know the open source community that surrounds it to implement a wide range of start-up quality projects
	
		Write interesting, and clever but simple code, and learn skills and techniques that are directly transferrable to your own...
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Pro Tools 10 for Game AudioCengage Learning, 2012

	With a basic understanding of Pro Tools, and the information in this book, you will be on your way to joining the exciting world of producing game audio. PRO TOOLS 10 FOR GAME AUDIO covers the world of Pro Tools audio production in the gaming environment. In this book, you will be guided, step-by-step, through eight different components of...
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802.11n: A Survival GuideO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Communications is changing our life in many ways. Our society is increasingly dependent
	
		on wireless communications technologies and the applications they support. In
	
		the same way that we can’t understand how the folks who lived in 1800 managed
	
		without anesthesia, television, … (insert favorite must-have...
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The Testing Network: An Integral Approach to Test Activities in Large Software ProjectsSpringer, 2008
"The Testing Network" presents an integrated approach to testing based on cutting-edge methodologies, processes and tools in today's IT context. It means complex network-centric applications to be tested in heterogeneous IT infrastructures and in multiple test environments (also geographically distributed). The added-value of this book is...
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The Nutritionist: Food, Nutrition, and Optimal Health, 2nd EditionRoutledge, 2009

	Now in an updated and expanded new edition, The Nutritionist: Food, Nutrition, and Optimal Health, 2nd Edition, provides readers with vital information about how to simply but radically improve their daily lives with the science of nutrition, balance their diets to achieve more energy, and improve health and longevity.

...
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Business English Meetings Instant Agendas (Penguin English)Penguin Press, 2003


	Business English Meetings has been written in response to the demand for more materials to

	develop professional communication skills in the classroom. Its aim is to give foreign students

	of Business English specific practice in the skills and language of meetings in order to develop

	fluency and effectiveness. The material addresses...
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